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A semimartingale driven continuous time linear regression model is studied. 
Assumptions concerning errors allow us to consider also models with infinite 
variance. The order of the almost sure convergence of a class of estimates which 
includes least squares estimates is given. In the presence of errors with heavy tails 
a modilication of least squares estimates is suggested and shown to be better than 
the latter. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULT 
The aim of this paper is to study the strong consistency of regression 
parameter estimates in a multiple linear regression model of the form 
vt=j 8*x, dV, + e,, t 2 0. (l-1) 
co, rl 
Here 8 = (6I’, . . . . ed)* is an unknown parameter in Rd and x = (x,; t 2 0) 
is a nonrandom Bore1 measurable locally bounded Rd-valued function 
standing for a given design. The deterministic increasing R +-valued 
function V= (V,; t > 0) represents a given time scale; it is assumed to be 
right continuous and have limits from the left (cadlag.). The process 
of errors e = (e,; t > 0) is a cadlag. R-valued semimartingale. Finally, 
y = (y, ; t 2 0) stands for a response process. Elementary facts and 
notations concerning semimartingales and stochastic integration which are 
used here can be found, e.g., in Jacod [3]. 
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For a nonrandom Bore1 measurable locally bounded function c = 
(c,; t > 0) and a cadlag. real semimartingale S = (S,; t 3 0) we use c . S = 
(c . S,; t 2 0) to denote the cadlag. semimartingale defined by 
c,s,= s c, ds, ; t 2 0. co, t1 
L(S) (resp. LP( I’)) stands for the set of all such real functions c for which 
c.S,- =lim,,, c . S, exists in R as. (resp. ICI p . V, _ < co). 
Let w: R+ +R+ be a Bore1 measurable locally bounded function and let 
the matrix valued function A: R + + Rd@ Rd be given by 
A, =xx*w. v,; t 2 0. (1.2) 
Note that A = (A,; t > 0) is increasing symmetric and positive ( > 0). When 
the matrix A, is positive definite ( > 0) we define an estimate of 8, based on 
the observation (y,; 0 <s < t) of the response process on the interval 
[0, t], by the formula 
8, =A,‘(xw. y,). (1.3) 
The above estimate reduces to the least squares estimate when w  = 1. 
In recent years several authors attempted to prove the strong consistency 
of e1 in the case of w  = 1 under minimal assumptions on the design and 
errors. It seems that for discrete time regression models the most general 
results were obtained by Lai, Robbins, and Wei [S] and Chen, Lai, and 
Wei [2]. Le Breton and Musiela [6] have extended these results to the 
case of continuous time models of form (1.1) proving that 8, _ = 8 a.s. if 
A ,&’ = 0 and L2( V) c L(e) and finding the order of convergence. In an 
attempt to cover a larger class of errors they have also obtained [7] the 
order of convergence of Br to 8 assuming ,4 ;? = 0 and L2( V) c L( g . e), 
where g: R + + R is a nonvanishing Bore1 measurable real function such 
that lgl is decreasing. Unfortunately important classes of errors which 
appear, for instance, in financial economics (cf., e.g., Mandelbrot [8]) fail 
to satisfy either of these conditions. However, stable errors of order p or 
more generally Pareto-like errors of order p with p < 2 which fail to satisfy 
L2( V)cL(e) fulfil LP(V)cL(e). It seems to us that this is one of the 
reasons for modifying the least squares estimate which performs well under 
L2( V) c L(e) but is not robust in the presence of errors with heavy tails, 
the latter corresponding to Lp( V) c L(e). 
To illustrate the above let us consider the following: 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E = (E, ; n 2 1) be a sequence of i.i.d. p-stable random 
variables with characteristic function exp( - I tlP), 1 < p < 2, and let the 
response sequence y = ( yn ; II > 1) be given by 
Ay, =y, -y,-, =Odpp)ip+&,,, n21, y,=O, 
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where 8 E R. Then the least squares estimate of 0, based on the observation 
(yk; l<k<n), is of the form 
> 
-’ i kc’-P)/P&k. 
k=l 
It is easy to see that Eexp(it(8, - 0)) = exp( --a, ItI p), where 
a, = ( i kz’l-PJ,P)-p i k’-P 
k=l k=l 
and therefore since am _ = (2 - ~)~-l p-p, 0, - 8 converges in distri- 
bution to a p-stable random variable with characteristic function 
exp( - (2 - P)~-’ pPp ItI “). Note that the first condition of convergence, 
namely A;’ = 0, holds since Cp= 1 k2(‘-p)‘p = co, but the second, that is, 
12= {c= (c,;n> 1); C,“=, Ic,l’< co} cL(e), fails to be fulfilled because 
L(e)=P= {c=( C,; n> 1); c,“=, IC,,lp< co>, where e, =c;=1 &k (cf., e.g., 
Cambanis, Rosinski, and Woyczynski [ 11). On the other hand, if we use 
the estimate 
-’ i k’-“/PAY,, 
k=l 
then we have 0,# -e=(x;=l kpl)pl~;=, k’-l”P&k. But, from the 
inequality Ci=, k-‘(~fcl j-1)-p < p/(p - l), we deduce that 
C[l=l k’-l)‘f’(CiR_I j-l)-’ sk converges in R a.s., which in turn, using 
Kronecker’s lemma, implies that 0: _ = 0 a.s. 
Summarizing, the least squares estimate is not consistent and one can 
construct a linear estimate of 0 which is strongly consistent. However, even 
if it persuades some of the readers that it is necessary to modify the 
classical estimate it still does not answer the question how to do it. We do 
not know how to solve this problem in general but we shall now try to 
justify our choice by investigating an extension of Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let E be as in Example 1 and let 
Ay,=y,-y,-,=Bx,+E,; n>l,y,=O, 
where 0 E R and (x, ; n > 1) is some sequence of real numbers. Consider 
a linear unbiased estimate of 8 based on (yk ; 1 < k < n), i.e., 8, = 
C;=, 1, Ay,. Since EB, = (I;=, Akxk)8, one must have C[t!, A,x, = 1. 
Therefore 0, - 0 is a p-stable random variable with characteristic function 
exp{ -(xi= 1 I& 1”) ItI”}. We argue that one should choose an estimate 
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which minimizes the “dispersion” C;= I Ilk jp under the constraint 
C;=, &xk = 1. From 
we have 
and therefore the minimum is attained when 
So, in the proposed sense, a “best” linear unbiased 
given by 
estimate of 8 is 
t?,# =(j, w,,:)-’ iI WkXk ‘Yk, 
where wk = (x~/(~-~)‘(~-‘~. Note that in Example 1, O,# coincides with that 
defined here. 
Taking into account the above considerations, we suggest, in addition, 
that in case (l.l), when LP(V)cL(e) and the matrix 
#A, =xX* I4(2-P)I(P-‘). v, 
is positive definite, the estimate given by 
e,# = # A;‘(x [4(2--p)l(P- 1). y,) (1.4) 
be used. 
The aim of this paper is to establish the order of the almost sure 
convergence of estimates of form (1.3) and show that the estimate O,# given 
in (1.4) corresponds to an optimal choice of w  in the sense that condition 
(1.5) below holds for any design x. For that we shall prove the following 
theorem in Section 2. 
THEOREM. Let V and e be us in (1.1) and let Lp( V) c L( g . e), where 
g: R + + R is a nonvanishing Bore1 measurable function such that jgl is 
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decreasing while 1 < p < 2. Let the matrix A, _ , defined in (1.2), be positive 
definite andfor all t 3 t,-, >O, let vf = l/pf, where A;’ = ((,uy)). Assume that 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
w, Q c Ixj(2-PMP--I) 
I forall t>O, (O”= 1). (1.5) 
?f 
1 - PI2 
lim vf = co, lim (1.6) 
t-m t-rcc (I I 
,to,,(f~vi);1dtr4 -=a, 
) 
where f: R+ +R+ is an increasing function such that j: f; ’ dt < 00, then 
the ith component 0; of estimate (1.3) satisfies 
~i,-~i=o((fOvi)l~p Iv’gl,-‘) as.. (1.7) 
Remarks. 1. Note, in particular, that the theorem asserts that if 
LP( V) c L(e) is satisfied then the estimate 0: is strongly consistent 
when -#A;’ =0 and lim,,, (j,,,,,, (tr .A,l)Pdtr #A,)‘-@“)<oo. 
Moreover, when p = 2, 0: is the least squares estimate and the last condi- 
tion is trivially satislied so that the statement above is nothing but 
Theorem 1 of Le Breton and Musiela [6]. 
2. Note that if L2( V) c L(g .e) and w  = 1, the statement in the 
theorem reduces to the result of Le Breton and Musiela [7], where the 
readers may find examples (see also Chen, Lai, and Wei [2]). Discussed in 
Section 3 are some examples where LP( V) c L( g f e) for 1 < p < 2. 
3. The analytic description of the space L(g . e), in the case when e 
is a process with independent increments, was given by Urbanik and 
Woyczyriski [lo] and Urbanik [9]. It turns out that L(g . e) is a 
Musielak-Orlicz L, space. Later, a number of authors studied the space 
L(g . e) under various restrictions on e. It seems that the most general 
result was recently obtained by Kwapien and Woyczynski [4]. In the case 
when e is a left quasi-continuous semimartingale they proved that L(g . e) 
is a randomized Musielak-Orlicz space L,,,,, where $ is explicitly 
expressed in terms of the Grigelionis characteristics of g. e. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First we consider the case of d = 1. Note that since A, = x*w . V, and 
I (f4),‘lxwl;dV,<C*-’ s (f 4;’ dA, CO.mC CO,mC 
683/31/l-5 
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(foA)‘-“i” xwsign(g)EL(g.e) and hence (foA)c-‘)‘P]gl EL(xw-e). 
Moreover, because (fo A)“” 1gl-l is increasing and Aoo _ = co we also 
have (foA)‘@ ]gl,\ = co, which, using the Kronecker lemma, leads to 
xw.e, =o((f~A)“~ lgl;‘) as. (2.1) 
But 8, - 0 = A;‘(xw .e,), and (2.1) finishes the proof for d= 1. 
Next take d> 1 and note that it is sufficient to prove the theorem for 
i = 1. Setting Z, = w  . e, and P, = w. V, we can write A = xx* . r and for 
t > t,, 13, - 0 = ,4;‘(x. e”,). Moreover, if we partition x and A as 
where H= TT* . v while K= x’T* . v, then using Lemma 2 in [6], we can 
also write that for t > t,, 0: - 0’ = u,/u,, where u and u = u1 satisfy 
24, =u,, + I 6, dk?, - 1ro.11 f GT*H:‘(T4_),d~s, PO3 (1 
(2.2) 
0, = u,, + s 6*y, drs 110. t1 
withd=x’-KH-‘Tandy=l+T*H:‘Tdf? 
Now observe that to get conclusion (1.7) it is sufficient to show 
2.4, =o((f~u)“~ lgl;‘) a.s. (2.3) 
But 
I, ,,o 1, tfo ~1; 16~1: dl/, 
which implies that (fou) ~ ( ‘VP 6w sign(g) E LP( V). The same arguments as 
those used to establish (2.1) lead to 
I 6w, de, = o((fo u)“” lgl;‘) a.s. 1ro.r1 (2.4) 
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Moreover, since the second integral in (2.2) is equal to 6. v],, where qr = 0 
on [0, to] and 
II* =s , ,ro,, T*HT1(T~P-),d~s, ‘C> t,, (2.5) 
the lemma below with x, A, c, and 4 replaced by T, H, (fo u)(-‘)‘~ lgl 6, 
and (fo v)‘Ip, respectively, concludes that 
6-ql =o((~~u)“~ lgl;‘) as., 
which together with (2.4) proves (2.3) and hence the statement. 
LEMMA. Let the notation and assumptions be as in the theorem and let c: 
R + + R be a Bore1 measurable locally bounded function. If there exists a 
strictly positive increasing function 4: R + + R + such that 
I c2g-2#2-p( 1 + tr ,4 1’ dn)w, dV, < 00 Iro.~c 
1 - PI2 
lim qSSpPd tr A, < 00, 
r+m Ito. 11 
then c E L(t), where 5, = 0 on [0, to] and 
x*A:‘(xw.e)- w3dVS, t>t,. (2.6) 
Proof Assume d = 1. It is easy to verify that the function h: R + + R +, 
where h=O on [0, toI and h, =J,r,oo~cg~‘xA:‘w,dVS on [t,, oo[ is well 
defined. We shall prove first that hxw E Lp( V). 
Since JhxwIP. V, < Cpp ‘(h2d2-p. A,)p’2 (1 C,o,mOd-P. n,)‘-P12 it suffices 
toprovethatb2-p.(h2./l)caP <co.Buth2./1,=h2~,--L .hf=h’A,- 
2A-h.h,+A-Ah-h, = h2At+2hcg-‘xw.V,+1c,o,,cc2g~2x2A11w2AV 
V,; therefore, 
~2~P.(h2./1),=12-ph2/iI-h2/1 .df-J’ - 
+2d2pPhcgp’xw. I’, +#2-pc2g-2x2A:1wdV. I’, 
<a, +2(1 [t&mI.~2-pc2g-2w~ v,p2 
~(d~-~h~./i~)“~+l Cro,ooCC g 
2 -2x2 
x A:‘Aw. V,, where a, = d2pph2A, - h2A _ . #fpP. 
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Moreover, since for all tat,,, /?A, <Jlt+,r c2g-2AA:1W,dVs, we also 
have sup Iat1 = [a( * < co, which together with the above leads to the 
inequality b2-p.(Zr2.A), < Ial* +2Z1’2(42-P.(h2.,4,))“2+Z, where Z= 
s ,,am[ c*g-*x*A7’Aw, dVs < co. This implies that 42-P. (Zz* .A), < 
Z1’* + (Ial * + 2Z)1/2 for all t > t, and hence also that hxw E Lp( V). 
Now consider h to be a function of c, i.e., h = h(c). It is clear that if 
h(c) xw E Lp( V) then h( ICI sign( g-lx)) xw E Lp( V) and consequently 
g-‘h(cg) xw and g-‘h( Ic/ g sign x) also belong to Lp( V). But Lp( V) c 
L(g . e) and therefore the functions h(cg) and h( ICI g sign x) belong to 
L(xw . e). Moreover, integration by parts on the [0, t] interval leads to 
c.(, =h(cg).(xw .e), -h(cg), (xw.e,) 
and hence to prove that c E L(t) it is enough to show that the second term 
converges. But Ih(cg), (xw .e,)l < h( ICI g sign x), Ixw .e, I and the right- 
hand side converges to zero by Kronecker’s lemma. 
Suppose now that the assertion holds for 1 <dim x < d- 1. We shall 
prove that it then holds for dim x = d. Direct computations or Lemma 2 in 
[6] implies that for t > t,,, 
c.5, =c.rft + 
s 
cy6u~u1~w,dV,, (2.7) 
lmrl 
where q and < are given in (2.5) and (2.6), respectively. Moreover, since 
dim T=d- 1 and T*H:‘T<x*A:‘x we obtain that Cal by the 
induction hypothesis. Therefore it remains to show that the second term in 
the right-hand side of (2.7) converges in R a.s. as t -+ 00. But setting 
2 = cp* and x = ay112 we get 
s 
cy6u-u~1w,dVs 
I&l. 11 
+I ~%31~ro,aJ[Y (-1)‘2i2e)- w,dV, IhI. 11 
(2.8) 
Now using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we prove that the first integral 
converges in R. Moreover, since 
I 
P2g-2~2-Puv~‘w,dVs 
lro>~C = s c2g-2~2-p(l+trA~1dA)w,dVs<cq 1to.-Jc 
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repeating arguments used in the first part of the proof we show that kw 
and hence 2; 6w belongs to LP( I’). Here fi = 0 on [0, to [ and h^, = 
s ,,,m[ tg-‘iu:’ w, dVs on [to, co [. This is sufficient to assure the a.s. 
convergence in R of the second and the third integrals in (2.8). 
3. LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS IN DISCRETE TIME 
Consider the multiple regression model 
zj=e,x,j+ . . . +edxti+Ej; j= 1, 2, “., (3.1) 
where xii are design constants and cj are random errors. Note that if we set 
Yo =o> Yn =yn-1 +z,, n>l, and e,=O, e, =e,-, +E,, nal, then the 
above model can be written in the form 
y, =8*(x, + . . . +x,)+e,; n = 1, 2, . ..) (3.2) 
where x, = (xln, . . . . xdn)*. Furthermore, if we define x0 = 0, y, = y,, 
e, =e,, x, =x, for n < I < n + 1, n = 0, 1, . . . . then we can represent (3.2) in 
continuous time as (l.l), with Y equal to the cadlag. distribution function 
of the measure C,“= I S,, where 6, is the Dirac measure at point n. It is also 
clear that the estimate (1.3) is given by 
and hence defining X, = [x, , . . . . x,], W,, = diag(w, , . . . . w,), and 2, = 
(z GJ*, 1, .*a> we can write that 
8, = (xwx*);l xwz,, n<t<n+l. (3.4) 
Note that choosing wk = Ix~~(‘-~)‘(~-~) in (3.3) or (3.4) we obtain 0:. 
Now assume that (E,: n 2 1) is a martingale difference sequence such that 
for some 1 cp<2 and all n= 1,2,..., Ela,lP<m and define g, = 
(max Ick<nEl~kIP)(-l)‘p. Since EC;=, IckgkskIP<C;=, IckIPwededuce, 
using standard arguments, that lp c L( g . e). 
Finally, let (E,, n > 1) be a sequence of independent random variables 
with characteristic functions exp( -Af: ItIP), n 2 1. Note that in this case 
Ele,IP=~~,n~l.Nevertheless,f~cL(g.e),whereg,=(max,.,..I,)- 
because 
L(g-e)=L(gA..(A-‘.e)) 
= c=(c,:nal): f lcgl]f:<co . 
n=l > 
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